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Sealing of pores and gaps in sedimentary

layers by formation

of COs hydrate makes artificial caprocks which can prevent the leakage of
carbon dioxide from deeper reservoirs

of disposed Cop. Perfect isolation

of COs is possible in cool sedimentary

basins under nearly permafrost

conditions and in deep and cool submarine sediments.
Complete mitigation

of greenhouse

gas emission from fossil fuel power

plants can be realized by deep subseabed disposal and subterranean
disposal of carbon dioxide in cool districts.
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Formation of CO2 hydrate in pores and gaps
the migration

in rocks and sediments
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block

of fluid. Carbon dioxide which is injected in deep reservoir may migrate upward in upper

aquifer but forms CO2 hydrate cap at about the depth range of 200m-400m
cool sedimentary

below the water surface in

basins in high latitudes and in wide areas of cool marine sedimentary

basins deeper

than two or three hundred meters(Fig.4).
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of huge amounts of CO2 is possible in deep cool marine sediments

basins of high latitudes by CO2 hydrate self-trapping.
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